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Finite-Element Model Reduction of Surface-Mounted Permanent
Magnet Machines by Exploitation of Geometrical Periodicity
M. Al Eit , S. Clénet , and T. Henneron
Université de Lille, Arts et Metiers ParisTech, Centrale Lille, HEI, EA 2697–L2EP–Laboratoire d’Electrotechnique et
d’Electronique de Puissance, F-59000 Lille, France
This paper presents a methodology that allows taking advantage of the geometrical periodicity of electrical machines together
with the modeling of rotor motion. It enables by means of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to reduce the large-scale system
obtained from the finite-element model to several smaller independent subsystems, allowing a shortening of the computational
time. Due to DFT properties, the computational time can be more reduced especially when we consider the inter-dependence of
the spectral components under either balanced or unbalanced supply condition. In addition, a further reduction is possible in the
case of balanced regimes where the distribution of the eventual numerical solution is governed by a limited number of prevailing
harmonics.
Index Terms— Discrete Fourier transform (DFT), electromagnetic fields, finite-element (FE) analyses, geometrical periodicity, model
reduction, rotating electric machines, surface-mounted permanent magnet (SMPM) machines.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN ELECTROMAGNETIC field computation, when theinteraction between electric and magnetic variables cannot
be solved analytically, solution by numerical techniques such
as finite-element (FE) [1] or boundary element methods [2] are
often used. When a fine mesh and a small time step are used,
such numerical techniques lead usually to a substantial calcu-
lation time which prevents the intensive use of such model
in a design process. To tackle this issue, model reduction
techniques are widely used; they have shown their efficiency
in reducing both computational time and memory storage
requirements. Some of these model reduction techniques are
based on the subdomain reduction, namely, the ones dealing
with the perturbation principle [3], [4]; they are usually used to
determine the solution only in the most relevant areas. Besides,
other techniques are dealing with the order reduction of the
equation system. Among these, we can mention the proper
orthogonal decomposition [5], [6] which has proven its benefit
in the electromagnetic simulation of numerical models with a
very high number of unknowns. We can mention that there
exist other approaches based on lookup table techniques that
are widely used for an effective computational efficient in real
time machine control and convertor design [7], [8]. In fact, all
the foregoing mentioned approaches are classified under the
a posteriori reduction techniques since they require initially,
at least, one full model solution. However, in this paper, we are
interested in a priori model reduction technique that deals with
the exploitation of the geometrical periodicity [9]–[11] based
on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
In a practical way, if an FE model presents a kind of
magnetic symmetry due to a common periodicity between
the geometry and the source distribution (permanent magnet
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and current density), it is common to take full advantage of
it by meshing only a portion of the electromagnetic device
yielding therefore to substantial calculation benefits. We can
go further by using the group representation theory [9], [10],
[12], [13] to take advantage of the geometrical symmetry
even when the excitation sources do not share necessarily the
same periodicity. This enables in the case of surface-mounted
permanent magnet (SMPM) machines to reduce the mesh on
a single section holding only one stator tooth.
To meet this objective in magnetostatic problems, this
approach consists in constructing the full problem by dupli-
cating the FE modeling of an elementary periodic cell. This
elementary cell represents the smallest connected section that
regenerates the complete model by a simple transformation.
In this paper, we will not apply the group representation
theory literally, but an equivalent approach based on the linear
algebra theory and more particularly on the properties of the
stiffness full FE model matrix which is in fact a block circulant
matrix. By means of a DFT transformation, it has been shown
in the linear case that we can reduce the original large FE
problem to a series of independent subproblems with a reduced
size [14], [15]. In the non-linear case, some techniques have
been proposed to keep the block circulant property by using
iterative algorithms based on the fixed-point technique or the
transmission-line method. Such techniques allow not only to
apply the DFT but also to account for the non-linearity by
introducing an additional fictitious source term on the right-
hand side of the equation system [11], [16].
In this paper, we present a methodology to construct a
reduced model of an SMPM whose geometry enables to take
full advantage of the previous approach in the linear case.
First, the full FE model of an SMPM is detailed in Section II.
In Section III, the reduction approach is presented, and a dedi-
cated method to take into account the movement is introduced;
the rotor motion is considered within the subproblems using
the spatial Fourier interpolation method (SFIM) [17], [18]
extended from the locked step method [19]. The dependence of
Fourier components is also exploited to speed up the solution
0018-9464 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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of the problem. Furthermore, in a balanced supply regime,
the source has a regular distribution, leading to a limited
number of DFT dominant components. In such case, it is
sufficient to solve only the corresponding subsystems. Finally,
the proposed methodology is applied to the study of a nine
teeth/eight poles SMPM example that does not present in fact
any common symmetry between the pure geometric model and
the source distribution.
II. FINITE-ELEMENT MODELING
In a domain  of boundary  ( = 1 ∪ 2 and
1 ∩ 2 = {}), the magnetostatic equations and the associated
constitutive medium relationship are
∇ × −→H = −→Js , ∇.−→B = 0 (1)−→
H = ν−→B − ν−→Br (2)
where −→B is the magnetic flux density vector, −→H is the
magnetic field vector, −→Js is the current source density vector,−→
Br is the residual magnetization vector in the permanent
magnets, and ν is the reluctivity. To impose the uniqueness
of the solution, boundary conditions are set on 1 and 2
−→
H × −→n = −→0 on 1; −→B .−→n = 0 on 2 (3)
with −→n the outward boundary unit normal vector.
To solve (3), the magnetic vector potential −→A (−→B = ∇×−→A )
is used. Besides, to ensure the unicity of −→A , we most often
add the Coulomb gauge which is, however, implicitly verified
in the case of 2-D modeling. The resulting vector potential
formulation from (1) and (2) is now given by
∇ × ν(∇ × −→A ) = ∇ × ν−→Br + −→Js . (4)
In the following, we will clarify how to exploit the geomet-
rical periodicity of the structure of an electrical machine. We
consider, therefore, as an example, an SMPM consisting of
nine stator teeth supporting a three-phase winding and eight
rotor poles (Fig. 1). Due to the non-consistent periodicity
between stator and rotor sources, this machine does not present
effectively any magnetic symmetry. However, it presents
a periodicity that holds on the material permeability, i.e.,
the geometry regardless of the source distribution (current and
residual magnetic flux densities). Therefore, in this machine
case, we can discern nine identical cells in space. The principle
of the determination of the elementary periodic cell is given
in Fig. 1: concerning only the permeability of the materials,
this elementary cell is defined by a machine section involving
a single stator tooth.
To generalize, let us consider now the case of an electromag-
netic device made up of N periodical sections in space (Fig. 2).
We suppose that the periodicity holds only on the permeability
but not on the sources produced by the currents or the residual
magnetic flux density.
We admit that all the sections are discretized by the same
mesh and have thus the same number and distribution of nodes.
Therefore, it can be shown that it is sufficient to model only
an elementary section, as the one presented in Fig. 2, in such
a way that the complete model can be deduced by a simple
Fig. 1. 9/8 synchronous machine: highlighting different sources (left) and
considering the permeability of materials regardless of sources (right).
Fig. 2. Full model (left). Modeling of one elementary section: the crossed
points represent the inner nodes, the round points represent the ones common
with the previous section, and the squared points represent the ones subjected
to Dirichlet conditions (right).
duplication of this elementary model. In each section, n is
supposed to be the number of degrees of freedom. It represents
the total number of inner nodes excepting: i) the ones on the
boundary where a Dirichlet condition is imposed and ii) the
ones on the common side with the previous section of the
device (see Fig. 2).
Taking into account now the periodicity on the material
characteristics of the N sections, the 2-D FE formulation of
the linear magnetostatic problem, given in (4), leads to the
following matrix system to solve:
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
S S′ 0 · · · 0 S′′
S′′ S S′ 0 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
S′ 0 · · · 0 S′′ S
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
A0
A1
...
...
...
...
A(N−1)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
F0
F1
...
...
...
...
F(N−1)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(5)
[Sc][A] = [F] (6)
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where [Sc] is a block circulant matrix of the full FE model,
[A] of size ([N ×n]×1) is the set of unknown nodal magnetic
potential, and [F] is the source term. [S] of size (n ×n) is the
matrix accounting for the inner contribution of each section
i , [S′′] is the matrix accounting for the contribution on the
section i of the previous section i − 1, and [S′] is the matrix
accounting for the contribution on the section i of the next
section i + 1. [Ai ] and [Fi ] of size (n × 1) are, respectively,
the set of unknown nodal magnetic potential and the source
term calculated in the section i (0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1).
III. MODEL REDUCTION METHODOLOGY
A. Model Reduction at a Fixed Rotor Position
Using a DFT, the block circulant matrix [Sc] can be factor-
ized under the following expression [5], [14], [20]:
[Sc] = [W ][S][W ]−1. (7)
The matrix [W ] and the block diagonal matrix [S] will be
given, respectively, as follows:
[W ] = [U ] ⊗ [Idn] (8)
[S] =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
S00 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
0 S11 0 · · · · · · · · · 0
0 0 S22 0 · · · · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 0
0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 S(N−1)(N−1)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(9)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product and [Idn] of size (n × n)
is the identity matrix. The entries of the DFT matrix [U ] of
size (N × N) are given in the following expression:
U(c, l) = 1√
N
e j
2π
N (c−1)(l−1); 1 ≤ c ≤ N and 1 ≤ l ≤ N.
(10)
Combining now (6) and (7), we obtain
[W ][S][W ]−1[A] = [F]. (11)
Multiplying the system (11) by the inverse matrix [W ]−1,
we retreive the following new system to solve:
[S][Z ] = [C] (12)
with
[Z ] = [W ]−1[A] and [C] = [W ]−1[F]. (13)
Since [S] is a block diagonal matrix, we have, therefore, N
independent subsystems of size n to be solved
[Sii ][Zi ] = [Ci ]; 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. (14)
The original system (6) of size n × N is now transformed
into a set of N independent subsystems of size n. From
the solutions of these N subsystems, the solution of the full
model on the N sections can be deduced from (13) and given
by [A] = [W ][Z ]. Avoiding solving the full model system
Fig. 3. Full model of a rotating electromagnetic device. The marked fictive
interface separates the fixed part (stator) from the rotating part (rotor) (left).
Modeling of one elementary section (right).
of dimension n × N by solving N independent subsystems
of dimensions n each, leads effectively to a reduction in
the computational time. The considered acceleration in the
computational time is denoted γ in the following.
B. Model Reduction Considering the Rotor Motion
In this section, we suppose the general case of a rotating
electromagnetic device, consisting of a fixed stator and a
movable rotor, and having a periodical structure as described
in Section II. To the author’s knowledge, no method combining
the rotor movement and the DFT approach has been already
proposed in the literature. However, such method is required
to fully model such rotating electromagnetic device. To tackle
this issue, the consideration of the rotor motion in this paper
will be combined to our model reduction approach using the
SFIM [17], [18] which is an extension of the locked step
method [19]. To do so, the presence of a fictive interface
between the stator and the rotor is defined (Fig. 3). Since
the full model of the device represents N identical sections in
space, the geometrical periodicity, as it has been said before,
can be exploited to simplify the model to only one elementary
section.
In Fig. 3, we can notice that in each section
i(0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1), we have the stator domain si whose
number of degrees of freedom is ns and the rotor domain
ri whose number of degrees of freedom is nr . The stator–
rotor interface, where the motion is taken into account, is
duplicated to create dual si and ri separation interfaces
which belong, respectively, to si and ri . The relationship
between the discretization nodes of the two interfaces si and
ri allows, according to the locked step method [19] or the
SFIM [17], [18], considering the rotor motion. When m D
is the total number of nodes of the stator–rotor interface,
we should denote that the number of degrees of freedom
ng = m D/N , related to both interfaces si and ri in each
section, is included, respectively, in both ns and nr .
On the basis of the foregoing, we can summarize that
there are N periodic sections in the stator, the degree of
freedom of each is ns , and N periodic sections in the rotor,
and the degree of freedom of each is nr . The use of the
geometrical periodicity which makes it possible to construct
the full model of the electromagnetic device by concatenation
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of the elementary section model leads to obtain, according
to (5) and (6); the following overdetermined system to be
solved:
( [ScS] [0]
[0] [ScR]
)( [ASS]
[ARR]
)
=
( [FSS]
[FRR]
)
(15)
where [ScS ] and [ScR ] are two block circulant matrices linked
to stator and rotor geometrical domains, respectively. [ASS]
and [ARR] which are, respectively, of size ([N × ns ] × 1) and
([N ×nr ]×1), represent the vectors of the magnetic potential
unknowns, and [FSS] and [FRR] are the source terms. The
vectors [ASS], [ARR], [FSS], and [FRR] are given with their
following explicit forms:
[ASS] =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
AS0
AS0
AS1
AS1
...
...
AS(N−1)
AS(N−1)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
; [ARR] =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
AR0
AR0
AR1
AR1
...
...
AR(N−1)
AR(N−1)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
[FSS] =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
FS0
FS0
FS1
FS1
...
...
FS(N−1)
FS(N−1)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
; [FRR] =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
FR0
FR0
FR1
FR1
...
...
FR(N−1)
FR(N−1)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(16)
where [ASSi ] = [ASi, ASi ]T represents the set of the total
unknown nodal magnetic potential in the stator domain si
of the section i . ASi represents the set of unknown nodal
magnetic potential in the stator domain except the ones on
the interface Si which are represented by the vector ASi .
[FSSi ] = [FSi , FSi ]T is the source term calculated on the
stator domain si . FSi is the source term calculated on the
stator domain but referring to the nodes belonging to the stator
domain excepting those on the interface Si whose associated
source term is given by FSi . As for the rotor terms ARRi , ARi ,
ARi , FRRi , FRi , and FRi , they are homologous to the
previously defined stator terms ASSi , ASi , ASi , FSSi , FSi ,
and FSi .
[ScS] and [ScR ] being block circulant matrices, they can be
factorized separately under the following forms:
[ScS] = [WS][SS][WS]−1
[ScR] = [WR][SR][WR]−1 (17)
where [SS] and [SR] are two block diagonal matrices and
the transformation matrices [Ws ] and [WR] will be given,
respectively, in terms of the DFT matrix [U ] as follows:
[WS] = [U ] ⊗ [IdnS ] (18)
[WR] = [U ] ⊗ [IdnR ] (19)
where [IdnS ] and [IdnR ] are the identity matrices of size (nS ×
nS) and (nR × nR), respectively.
Combining now the system (15) with (17), we obtain, in the
harmonic domain, the new system to solve
( [SS] [0]
[0] [SR]
)( [ZSS]
[ZRR]
)
=
( [CSS]
[CRR]
)
(20)
where the vectors [ZSS], [ZRR], [CSS], and [CRR] will be given
in the following expressions:
[ZSS] = [WS]−1[ASS] and [CSS] = [WS]−1[FSS] (21)
[ZRR] = [WR]−1[ARR] and [CRR] = [WR]−1[FRR]. (22)
Since [SS] is a block diagonal matrix, we have, therefore,
N independent overdetermined subsystems to solve, of size
nS each, and since [SR] is a block diagonal matrix, we have
likewise, therefore, N independent overdetermined subsystems
to solve, of size nR each
[SiiS][ZSSi ] = [CSSi ]; 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1
[ZSSi ] =
[
ZSi
ZSi
]
; [CSSi ] =
[
CSi
CSi
]
(23)
[Sj jR ][ZRRi ] = [CRRi ]; 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
[ZRRi ] =
[
Z Ri
ZRi
]
; [CRRi ] =
[
CRi
CRi
]
. (24)
To solve these different overdetermined independent subsys-
tems in the stator and the rotor domains, they have to be
coupled together, and thus we have to express different [ZRi ]
as functions of different [ZS j ]. In other words, where [ZS]
and [ZR ] are, respectively, the set of [ZSi ] and [ZRi ], we
have to express [ZS ] as a function of [ZR ].
In fact, in our case, the relationship between [ZS ] and
[ZR ] is determined in such a way as to take into account the
rotor motion. The latter is performed using the SFIM. It allows
considering effectively any rotation angle θ and not only the
discrete few angle steps given by θm = mθ , where m ∈ Z
and θ is a previously fixed rotation angle step.
By this method, to take into account the continuous rotor
motion, the vector assembling the nodes belonging to the
interface solidary to the rotor [AR ] is expressed as a function
of that assembling the nodes of the interface solidary with the
stator [AS ]. This is done by assuming that the DFT of both
vectors are given in the following expression:
[Z FR ] = [D(θ)][Z FS ] (25)
where [D(θ)] is the diagonal matrix linking the DFT [Z FR ] of[AR ] to the DFT [Z FS ] of [AS ]. It allows adding a phase lag
of amplitude θ to a signal, by multiplying its kth harmonic by
e jθk. When m D is the total number of nodes of the stator–rotor
interface, the entries of the matrix [D(θ)] of size (m D × m D)
are given in the following expression [18]:
D(i, i) =
{
e jθ(i−1); i	[1, m+D
]
e jθ(i−1−m D); i	[m+D + 1, m D
] (26)
where
m+D = [(m D + 1)/2].
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The particular form of the matrix [D(θ)] at it is given in (26)
is due to the periodicity of the DFT. Now, given that [WF ] is
the DFT matrix of size (m D × m D), the vectors [Z FS ] and[Z FR ] are given in the following equations:
[Z FS ] = [WF ]−1[AS ] (27)
[Z FR ] = [WF ]−1[AR ] (28)
where vectors [AS] and [AR ] are given in the following
explicit expressions:
[AS ] =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
AS0
AS1
...
...
...
AS(N−1)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
; [AR ] =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
AR0
AR1
...
...
...
AR(N−1)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (29)
We should denote furthermore that the vectors [AS] and
[AR ] can be expressed in function of their DFT vectors [ZS ]
and [ZR ] in the following expressions, respectively,
[ZS ] = [WS ]−1[AS ] (30)
[ZR ] = [WR ]−1[AR ] (31)
where
[WS ] = [WR ] = [U ] ⊗
[
Id
(
m D
N
)]. (32)
Combining now (25), (27), (28), (30), and (31) leads to the
following expression:
[ZR ] = [WR ]−1[WF ][D(θ)][WF ]−1[WS ][ZS ]
[ZR ] = [Q][ZS ]. (33)
The matrix [D(θ)] being diagonal; therefore, the matrix
[WF ][D(θ)][WF ]−1 is circulant, which will lead furthermore
to that in our case where [WS ] = [WR ], the matrix [Q] =
[WR ]−1[WF ][D(θ)][WF ]−1[WS ] is block diagonal.
The matrix [Q] being block diagonal, each subvector [ZRi ]
can be expressed as a function only of the corresponding
vector [ZSi ], thus leading from (23) and (24) to resolve N
independent coupled subsystems in the following form:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
[SiiS ]
[
ZSi
ZSi
]
=
[
CSi
CSi
]
[SiiR ]
[
Z Ri
ZRi
]
=
[
CRi
CRi
]
[ZRi ] = [Qii ][ZSi ]
; 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. (34)
We have then proved that the SFIM used to take into account
the rotor motion does not affect the advantage of the exploita-
tion of the geometrical periodicity for any rotation angle θ and
leads always to N reduced independent subsystems.
We should denote that to take into account the rotor motion
while ensuring a model reduction by means of the exploitation
of the geometrical periodicity, the matrices [WS ] and [WR ]
should be equals. In fact, this condition is verified when
the number of stator and rotor sections are equal. In fact,
the choice of the same number of sections N in both stator and
rotor does not have any problem in the case of cylindrical rotor
machine as in the case of SMPM, for example, since the rotor
is without any saliency and thus the number N of the machine
periodical sections can be chosen equal to the number of stator
teeth NS , the elementary section presenting one stator tooth is
effectively the smallest periodic section. However, in the case
of salient pole rotor machines as for the cases of double-salient
switched reluctance or buried permanent magnet machines,
the rotor exhibits strong saliency: the machine consists now of
NS stator teeth and NR rotor teeth (i.e., NR salient rotor poles).
To ensure a geometrical periodicity, the number N of the
machine periodical or congruent sections must be chosen now
using the greatest common divisor GCD as in the following
equation [21]:
N = GCD (NS , NR). (35)
C. Additional Contribution of the DFT on the Model Reduc-
tion by Looking on Their Properties
As a summary, we have verified that the exploitation of
the geometrical periodicity in some electromagnetic devices
results in the transformation of a large system to be solved
to several subsystems of small dimensions, thus leading to an
acceleration in the computational time which is denoted γ .
This was verified to be always true even when taking into
account the continuous rotor motion using the SFIM.
Moreover, the normalized DFT has some particular char-
acteristics such as the interdependence between the spectral
components in the case of the DFT of real values. This
type of interdependence will be studied in the following part,
differentiating the two cases of sampling with an even or odd
number N . In our case, the values undergoing the DFT are
real numbers representing the nodal values of the magnetic
potential. We can prove (see Appendix A) that if a vector
[Z ] is the DFT of a real vector [A] of dimension N , some
components of [Z ] are interdependent. We can deduce that
some subsystems in (34) do not need to be solved. For
example, in the case where N is even, the vector [Z ] can
be given by its general representation form
[Z ] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
Z0
Z N
2 −α
Z N
2
Z N
2 +α
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ where α ∈ [1; 2 . . . ;
N
2
− 1] (36)
where
Z N
2 +α = Z N2 −α; α ∈
[
1; 2 . . . ; N
2
− 1
]
. (37)
Only the (N/2 + 1) subsystems associated with the vectors
Z0, Z(N/2)−α , and Z(N/2) are determined by solving (34). The
other vectors Z(N/2)+α will be deduced in a post-processing
step using the simple conjugate relationship (37). Avoiding
that the solving of all the N subsystems, by solving only
(N/2−1) subsystems, increases, therefore, the acceleration in
the computational time from γ to γp = γ × (N/((N/2)+1)).
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However, in the case, where N is odd, the general repre-
sentation form of the vector [Z] is now
[Z ] =
⎡
⎢⎣
Z0
Z N+1
2 −α
Z N−1
2 +α
⎤
⎥⎦ where α ∈
[
1; 2 . . . ; N
2
− 1
]
(38)
where
Z N−1
2 +α = Z N+12 −α; α ∈
[
1; 2 . . . ; N − 1
2
]
. (39)
Only the (N + 1)/2 subsystems associated with the vectors
Z0 and Z((N+1)/2)−α are determined by solving (34). The other
vectors Z((N−1)/2)+α will be deduced in a post-processing
step using the simple conjugate relationship (39). We retrieve,
therefore, the same property as the one pointed out in the
case when N is an even number and so the opportunity of
speedup. However, the acceleration in the computational time
when N is odd is now quite different and it is given by
γp = γ ×
(
N/
( N+1
2
))
.
D. Additional Contribution of the DFT on the Model Reduc-
tion by Looking on the Spectral Content of the Solution
In several particular cases characterized by a regular distrib-
ution of the sources (currents and/or permanent magnets), one
spectral harmonic of this distribution can be dominant, and
thus a prevailing spectral harmonic of the solution predom-
inantly governs the overall distribution of the full model
solution. It seems profitable then to solve only the subsystem
associated with the DFT component related to this prevailing
harmonic. To benefit from this advantage, it is necessary, there-
fore, to determine the relationship between a given harmonic
k and a DFT component Zm of the vector [Z ].
In Appendix B, we have proven that the spectral information
relating to the harmonic k is represented by the component m
of the DFT vector such that the relation between m and k is
described in the following expression:
k = |N × l ± m| where l ∈ N. (40)
Knowing the prevailing harmonic k, then one can determine
the dominant component m of the DFT vector [Z ]; the
considered component Zmwill represent the spectral content
of the harmonic k. Coming back now to the solution of the
system (34): if we are in the case where the full model
solution is governed by the harmonic k, thus giving the
advantage of solving only and sufficiently in (34), the single
FE subsystem linked to the components [ZSSm]and [ZRRm ].
This will increase effectively the speedup to γp = γ × N .
All these different cases will be treated in the following part
on an application example of an SMPM.
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES
The application example is a 9/8 SMPM (Fig. 4). It consists
of nine stator teeth and eight rotor permanent magnets. Using
the classical approach, there is no obvious magnetic symmetry
and as a matter of fact the full geometry of the machine
needs to be meshed. However, the rotor permeability (iron and
magnet) is axisymmetric even though the residual magnetic
Fig. 4. Cylindrical SMPM 9/8 (left). Mesh of the 1/9 modeled section (right).
Fig. 5. Permanent magnet source distribution in the nine different sections.
flux density varies, but it does not alter the material char-
acteristic, i.e., permeability and periodicity, as mentioned in
Section II.
In fact, the studied machine represents a stator saliency with
Ns = 9 teeth and a cylindrical non-salient rotor. Therefore,
the elementary periodic cell, as we have noticed in Section II,
turns out to be only one stator tooth and representing 1/9 of
the whole machine (Figs. 1 and 4). However, the rotor presents
Na = 8 permanent magnets; the symmetry, hence, is not
consistent between the stator teeth and the rotor poles. To over-
come this problem, the permanent magnets are subdivided
each into q portions, d portions of which are modeled in
the elementary section.q and d should verify the following
equation:
d × 9 = q × 8 (41)
In the simplest case, we can choose d = 8 and q = 9; each
permanent magnet should be subdivided, therefore, into nine
portions from which eight portions only are modeled in the
elementary 1/9 machine section (Fig. 4). The residual magnetic
flux density distribution in nine different sections is shown
in Fig. 5, while the stator phases are left unloaded. We should
denote that the 2-D spatial mesh of the elementary cell is made
of n = 625 nodes and 1158 elements.
From the mesh of one cell, we have reconstructed a full
FE model (reference) that we have compared to the reduced
model. The exploitation of the geometrical periodicity makes
it possible to switch effectively from the large FE system to
nine independent subsystems. In our case, the transformation
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Fig. 6. Magnetic flux through a tooth coil calculated with the reference full
model and the reduced model in the balanced regime.
from the real unknown values to the DFT values is given in
the following relations
[ZSS] = [WS]−1[ASS] and [ZRR] = [WR]−1[ARR] (42)
[ZSS] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ZSS0
ZSS1
ZSS2
ZSS3
ZSS4
ZSS5
ZSS6
ZSS7
ZSS8
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and [ZRR] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ZRR0
ZRR1
ZRR2
ZRR3
ZRR4
ZRR5
ZRR6
ZRR7
ZRR8
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (43)
Thanks to the particular properties of the DFT (see
Section III-C), some spectral components are dependent.
In our case, N is odd; then, the components: Z((N−1)/2)+α =
Z((N+1)/2)−α where α ∈ [1 : ((N − 1)/2)]. Therefore, if N =
9, the components ZSS8, ZSS7, ZSS6, and ZSS5 are linked to
ZSS1, ZSS2, ZSS3, and ZSS4 and the corresponding subsystems
can be not necessarily solved (same for [ZRR] components).
The remaining five subsystems are solved, while the unknowns
of the other subsystems will be deduced in a post-processing
step. If we admit that the transformation into nine independent
subsystems leads to a speedup of γ , the solving, hence,
of five subsystems instead of nine will lead in addition to
an advantage acceleration in the calculation time theoretically
equal to γp = γ × 9/5.
A. Balanced Regime
The first application is the case of a balanced permanent
magnet source distribution in the rotor, while the stator
winding is kept unloaded. In fact, we have verified that
the reduced model solution matches absolutely the one of
the reference full model. The post-processing global quantity
compared between both models is the magnetic flux flowing
through a tooth coil (Fig. 6).
The local quantities are the flux line distribution (Fig. 7),
the magnetic flux density (Fig. 8), and the magnetic potential
calculated at the air-gap level in function of the angular posi-
tion (Fig. 9). The flux lines, the flux density distributions, and
the magnetic potential are calculated at a given rotor position,
while the magnetic flux is calculated for a full rotor mechanical
revolution. The speedup resulting from the transformation of
the large system into nine independent subsystems has been
Fig. 7. Flux line distribution calculated with the reference full model (left)
and the reduced model (right) in the balanced regime.
Fig. 8. Flux density distribution calculated with the reference full model (left)
and the reduced model (right) in the balanced regime.
TABLE I
HARMONIC CONTENT OF EACH DFT COMPONENT
calculated; it is equal to γ = 1.7. Solving five instead of
nine subsystems will lead moreover to a theoretical speedup
of γ = 1.7 × 95 ≈ 3.
B. Balanced Regime Considering Only Z4
The distribution of the source in the rotor has a particular
shape: it consists of four pairs of permanent magnets leading
to a source distribution in such a way that the fourth harmonic
is dominant. This can be verified by looking at the distribution
of the magnetic potential calculated at the air-gap level and
its spectral representation (Figs. 7 and 8). Since the fourth
harmonic is dominant, the solution of the associated subsystem
could be sufficient to obtain an acceptable accuracy compared
to the full model (see Section III-D). According to (40),
the spectral harmonics are projected into the DFT components
as presented in Table I, where l	N and []+ represents the posi-
tive value. According to Table I, the spectral representation of
the magnetic potential shown in Fig. 9 is plotted in Fig. 10 as a
function of the harmonics and the associated DFT components.
The prevailing fourth harmonic corresponds to the case
where k = l × N +4 = 4, l = 0, m = 4, and N = 9. As shown
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Fig. 9. Magnetic potential in the air gap in function of the angular position
calculated with the reference full model and the reduced model in the balanced
regime.
Fig. 10. Spectral representation of the magnetic potential distribution at the
air-gap level in the balanced regime.
Fig. 11. Magnetic flux through a tooth coil calculated with the reference
full model and the reduced model with only Z4.
in Fig. 10, the fourth harmonic is associated with the DFT
component Z4. Therefore, the solution of the subsystem corre-
sponding to Z4 component seems to be sufficient to obtain an
accepted accuracy. Generating now the global solution from
the component Z4 only, we have remarked that the model
reduction solution matches very well the one of the reference
full model.
The results are in agreement not only with respect to the
global quantity of the magnetic flux (Fig. 11) where the
error does not exceed 0.12% but also regarding the local
ones (Figs. 12–14), but now with a slight low precision where
the error considering the calculation of the magnetic potential
in the air gap, for example, is about 5% (Fig. 14). Solving
a single subsystem instead of nine allows an acceleration in
time of calculation of order γp = 9 × 1.7 ≈ 15.
Fig. 12. Flux line distribution calculated with the reference full model (left)
and the reduced model with only Z4 (right).
Fig. 13. Flux density distribution calculated with the reference full
model (left) and the reduced model with only Z4 (right).
Fig. 14. Magnetic potential in the air gap in function of the angular position
calculated with the reference full model and the reduced model with only Z4.
Fig. 15. 9/8 SMPM with a defect of a permanent magnet demagnetization
in the rotor.
C. Unbalanced Regime With a Demagnetization of a Rotor
Permanent Magnet
In this section, we will study the case of unbalanced regimes
that can be characterized by one of the following three cases:
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Fig. 16. Magnetic flux through a tooth coil calculated with the reference
full model and the reduced model in the unbalanced regime.
Fig. 17. Flux line distribution calculated with the reference full model (left)
and the reduced model (right) in the unbalanced regime.
Fig. 18. Flux density distribution calculated with the reference full
model (left) and the reduced model (right) in the unbalanced regime.
Fig. 19. Magnetic potential in the air gap in function of the angular
position calculated with the reference full model and the reduced model in
the unbalanced regime.
1) a demagnetization of a permanent magnet in the rotor;
2) a short circuit in the stator windings;
3) an unbalanced power supply to the stator.
In our case, since the stator is not loaded, we will study
the case of an unbalanced regime characterized by a defect of
demagnetization of a permanent magnet in the rotor (Fig. 15).
This defect causes the rupture of the particular balanced
distribution of the rotor source, and thus we are no longer
in the case of a dominant harmonic: five of the nine subsys-
tems must be solved. The solution is compared between the
Fig. 20. Spectral representation of the magnetic potential distribution at the
air-gap level in the unbalanced regime.
Fig. 21. Flux line distribution and air-gap magnetic potential calculated by
means of different modes Z0, Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 separately.
reference full model and the reduced model. They are in full
agreement (Figs. 16–19) with an acceleration in computational
time γp = (9/5) × 1.7 ≈ 3.
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TABLE II
SPEEDUP IN THE FE COMPUTATIONAL TIME IN DIFFERENT CASES OF
BALANCED AND UNBALANCED REGIMES
The spectral representation of the magnetic potential distrib-
ution, as presented in Fig. 20, has shown that effectively there
is not a single dominant harmonic, but many harmonics of
important values.
Now, to see the contribution of each DFT component to
the construction of the full problem solution, the solution is
computed separately from different modes Z0, Z1, Z2, Z3, and
Z4. The corresponding flux line distribution and the magnetic
potential calculated at the air-gap level are plotted in Fig. 21.
Finally, the acceleration in the computational time for the
various problems treated previously is summarized in Table II.
V. CONCLUSION
The presented approach based on the geometrical period-
icity, and using the DFT, allows an efficient reduction of the FE
model of an SMPM. Moreover, it was verified that the SFIM
technique enables to model the continuous rotor movement
while retaining the advantage of the geometrical periodicity.
The particular characteristics of the DFT allow addi-
tional acceleration in the computational time due to the
inter-dependence between the harmonic components. Besides,
a further acceleration can adequately take place in the case of
a balanced regime where the solution distribution is governed
by a single dominant spectral harmonic.
We should denote that these accelerations in the computa-
tional time have been obtained while even using a sequen-
tial computation. Nevertheless, an optimal speedup can be
achieved, and that when using a parallel computation since
the yielding reduced subsystems are effectively independent.
APPENDIX
A. Conjugate Relationship Between DFT Components
Assuming the case of a vector X of dimension N given in
the following form:
[X ] = [x0 x1 · · · xm · · · x(N−1)]T . (44)
The DFT vector [Z ] of [X ] will be given in the following
expression using the inverse DFT matrix [U ]−1:
[Z ] = [U ]−1[X ] = [Z0 Z1 · · · Zm · · · Z N−1]T (45)
where the entries of [U ]−1 are given by
U−1(l, c) = 1√
N
e− j×
2π
N ×(l−1)×(c−1) 1 ≤ l ≤ N
and 1 ≤ c ≤ N. (46)
From (45) and (46), the general term Zm of the vector [Z ]
will be given, therefore, in the following expression:
Zm =
N−1∑
n=0
xne
− j× 2πN ×m×n . (47)
Let us first suppose the case where N , the number of
samples is even; then, the vector [Z ] can be given by its
general representation form
[Z ] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
Z0
Z N
2 −α
Z N
2
Z N
2 +α
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ where α ∈
[
1; 2 . . . ; N
2
− 1
]
. (48)
Based on (47), the expressions of both general terms
Z(N/2)−α and Z(N/2)+α will be given by
Z N
2 −α =
N−1∑
n=0
xne
− j×π×n × e j× 2πN ×α×n (49)
Z N
2 +α =
N−1∑
n=0
xne
− j×π×n × e− j× 2πN ×α×n . (50)
With n being an integer which takes the values 1, 2, . . . , N−
1, the term e− j×π×n is then a real number that can take the
values 1 or −1. We can then deduce, from (49) to (50), that
Z(N/2)+α and Z(N/2)−α are conjugate
Z N
2 +α = Z N2 −α; α ∈
[
1; 2 . . . ; N
2
− 1
]
. (51)
In the other case, where the sampling number N is odd, the
vector [Z ] can be given its general representation form
[Z ] =
⎡
⎢⎣
Z0
Z N+1
2 −α
Z N−1
2 +α
⎤
⎥⎦ where α ∈
[
1; 2 . . . ; N
2
− 1
]
. (52)
In the same way, based on (47), the expressions of both
general terms Z((N+1)/2)−α and Z((N−1)/2)+α will be given
by
Z N+1
2 −α =
N−1∑
n=0
xne
− j×π×n × e− j× πN ×(1−2α)×n (53)
Z N−1
2 +α =
N−1∑
n=0
xne
− j×π×n × e j× πN ×(1−2α)×n . (54)
We can then deduce from (53) and (54) that Z((N+1)/2)−α
and Z((N−1)/2)+α are conjugate
Z N−1
2 +α = Z N+12 −α; α ∈
[
1; 2 . . . ; N − 1
2
]
. (55)
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B. Spectral Content of DFT Components
Let us consider the case of a signal x(t) representing a
sinusoidal function of frequency k f corresponding to the kth
harmonic of a reference signal of frequency f . When this
given kth harmonic signal whose mathematical representation
is x (t) = Aksin(k2π f t) and is discretizing through a sampling
frequency Fs = N × f , the sampling vector consisting of the
N samples will be given in the following form:
[X ] =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
Ak sin(k2π/N)
...
Ak sin(k2π/N × m)
...
Ak sin(k2π/N × (N − 1))
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (56)
Performing now in a following step, the DFT of the vector
[X ] which leads to the vector [Z ] = [U−1] [X ] whose general
term, using (47), is given in the following expression:
Zm =
N−1∑
n=0
Ak
2 j√N
[
e
j×2π×(k−m)
N ×n − e− j×2π×(k+m)N ×n
]
. (57)
Indeed, terms e(( j×2π×(k−m))/N) and e−(( j×2π×(k+m))/N)
represent, respectively, the N th roots of the complex numbers:
e j×2π×(k−m) and e− j×2π×(k+m). Since (k − m) ∈ Z and
(k + m) ∈ Z, both complex numbers e j×2π×(k−m) and
e− j×2π×(k+m) are thus equal to 1, and therefore both series
in (57) will be equal to zeros since they represent in fact the
sum of the N th roots of unity. However, one of these sums
will be non-zero if there exists an integer l such that
k ± m = N × l. (58)
In the excepted cases presented by the relation (58),
e(( j×2π×(k−m))/N)×n or e−(( j×2π×(k+m))/N)×n will be equal
to 1 regardless the value of n; Zm will be not equal to zero,
and it will include, therefore, the spectral information on the
harmonic k.
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